No. 1 (83) January 1957

Front Cover: Milkmaid Yelizaveta Chernova of the Rossiya Collective Farm and tractor-driver Vladimir Ribakov of the Kuzminskoye MTS, Ryazan Region. Photo by Y. Korolyov

Back Cover: Winter scene. Photo by A. Stanovov

Editor-in-Chief:

Designers:

Contents:

Venue: Moscow. Sixth World Youth and Student Festival (2)
Born in 1956 [iron and steel works] (6)
Amu Darya Brings Life to Kara-Kum [desert irrigation] (8)
The History of a Score [Chaikovsky manuscript restoration] (9)
Taiga, Tundra – and Science (10)
New Town (12)
Siberian Lights (13)
Nobel Prize Winner [physicist Nikolai Semyonov] (16)
May Our Friendship Grow Stronger! (18)
Mystery of Two Oceans. By Konstantin Pipinashvili, film director. [article about screen adaptation of novel by G. Adamov] (20)
The Foundling (22)
Report From the Countryside:

1. A Farmer Sums Up (24)
2. At the Rossiya Collective Farm (26)
Pobeda Peak. By A. Polyakov, Master of Sport, Deputy Chief of Expedition (28)
Guests of Cyrus Eaton (30)
True Art: The Shanghai Theatre on Tour (31)
Here We Study, Here We Live. By Iosif Dik (34)
Briefly: The Earth Breathes; How We Shot the Seat-Otters; Drawings by Lev Tolstoi; First Time in the Eastern Hemisphere (36)
Vrubel Centenary (37)
Predictions, Records, Medals. By N. Gribachov, “Soviet Union” Special Correspondent at Melbourne Olympics (38)
No. 2 (84) February 1957

Front & Back Covers: Souvenir kerchiefs put out by the 1st Moscow Print Works for the VI World Youth and Students Festival. The works is also preparing special lengths of material for the festival. Photos by V. Shakhovskoi

Editor-in-Chief:

Designers:

Contents:
A Commentator’s Notes: The Fact of the Matter (1)
Deputy of a District Soviet (6)
Instructive, Heartfelt Intimate: China and Soviet Union exchange Press Delegations (8)
Moscow Awaits You (12)
When We’re Together (13)
Briefly: Anniversary of a Great Scientist; Georges Sadoul Is Awarded a Doctorate; 13, Tverskoi Boulevard (16)
In the Town of Zhidanov [article about Indians participating in metallurgy training program] (17)
Filming “And Quiet Flows the Don” (20)
Our Print Shop (22)
First Steps: Young Artists’ Exhibition (24)
Mikhail Glinka: Great Russian Composer (28)
At the Hermitage Museum: Treasury of Arabian Culture (32)
Electronic Brain (34)
Engineering News; Our Visitors Say (36)
Longfellow (37)
The Arts (38)

No. 3 (85) March 1957

Front Cover: Caught by our photographer on a skiing jaunt, Grigory Sukhanov and Tamara Bobovozova, young builders of the irkutsk Hydroelectric Station, have plenty in common. Grigory works at a compressor plant and studies in his spare time at Irkutsk University, Tamara is concrete pourer at the dam and attends evening [sic] classes at a college of power engineering. Photo by Y. Bagryansky

Back Cover:

Editor-in-Chief:

Designers:
Contents:
A Commentator’s Notes (1)
Moscow Awaits You (4)
A New Home (5)
The Poetry of the Dance. By Professor Rostislav Zakharov, People’s Artiste of the RSFSR.
Photos by A. Garanin (8)
Fire Replaces the Miner (10)
Heart Trouble? By A. Myasnikov, Director of the Institute of Therapy of the USSR Academy of
Medical Science (12)
The Story of a Spool (16)
What Women Say (18)
Winter at the Angara (20)
K. Chukovsky: Children’s Friend [article on children’s author] (22)
Our Trade Union [article on the machine-builders trade union] (24)
[Advertisements: Soviet Literature, and Sojuzchimexport] (28)
Briefly: Master of Micro-Engraving; A Theatre on Glass; The Factory of the Golden Fish; Ralph
is home But What About Tanya? News Flashes (29)
The Emancipator (30)
Moscow Awaits You [Sixth World Youth Festival] (31)
Winter Sports (34)
Here and There; Carlo Goldoni; Soviet Exhibition in Egypt (37)
At The Journalist’s Club (38)
Sports (39)
Art (40)
Congress of Soviet Artists (4)
A Great, Simple Man [Lenin] (5)
Prospecting for Minerals (8)
A Million Miles Up and Down Siberia (11)
Tajikistan Creates (14)
Burning the Midnight Watts! [article on correspondence students] (18)
Peripatetic Puppets (20)
Wide Horizons: M. Nesterov, Chairman of Presidium of USSR Chamber of Commerce, Tells
About Soviet-Japanese Trade Prospects (22)
Jan Amos Komensky (22)
One Evening… [village Ilovka, Belgorod Region] (23)
Muskrats (25)
Griboyedov Memorial (26)
On the Way to Work [about the Moscow metro] (26)
Sketching in London (28)
Briefly: Anniversary Stamps; At a Difficult Time (28); Storms to Order; Sevan Reveals its
Secrets; A Mountain Thrown Across A River; Prehistoric Flora in the Street; Moscow Diamonds (29)
Whose Pie is Best? (30)
Carmen the Indefatigable. By Roman Carmen [about Soviet film cameraman and director Roman
Carmen] (32)
Ice Hockey World Championship (34)
Engineering News: Reinforced Concrete Machine-Tools; New Field for Rockets; Metallurgy of
the Future (35)
Spring Has Come (36)
Our Visitors Say… (37)
Moscow Awaits You [Sixth World Youth and Student Festival preparations] (38)
Sports (40)

No. 5 (87) May 1957
Front Cover: A day in spring. Photo by N. Khorunzhy
Back Cover:
Editor-in-Chief:
Designers:

Contents:

A Commentator’s Notes (1)
Unanimity On All Questions (2)
Thought, Advice, and Proposals (3)
Lenin Prize Winners (4)
Our Visitors Say… (4)
State Farms: Interview with Minister I. A. Benediktov (5)
Moscow Awaits You (6)
A Worker’s Word Holds (10)
Shooting Rapids (14)
The Tatar Republic Today. By K. Rakhmatullin, Minister of Culture, Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (16)
Comrade Rib [Kharkov Turbine Works] (20)
Made of Horn and Bone (23)
Answering Readers’ Questions: Interview with Iman Ismahil Mushtareyev (24)
Books: Arabian Literature (24)
Visiting the “Young Technician” [magazine] (28)
Briefly: Flying Whales; For the Heroes of Mauthausen; Power Station At Sea; Natasha is Invited to India (32)
Mail-Bag (33)
Tiger! (34)
Briefly: A New Rembrandt; Anna Andreyeva – Anna Karenina; Scott’s Sledge; Shortly (35)
Carolus Linnaeus 1707-1957 (36)
Engineering News: Thousands of Yards of Wire from a Drop of Metal (36)
Art We Came to Love. By Abdul Rahman El Hamissi. Photos by N. Drchinsky (37)
Sports (38)
Our Visitors Say… (39)
Second Congress of Soviet Composers (40)

No. 6 (88) June 1957

Front Cover:
Contents:
Visit to Friends. By K. Y. Voroshilov in the Chinese People’s Republic (2)
A Commentator’s Notes: Life Marches On (2)
Mutual Understanding and Cooperation (4)
Leningrad (5)
10,000 Million Electron-Volts! (14)
Mosfilm=Naya Sansar (16)
Stampe of 1957 (16)
100 Hours in Space (17)
TV in Baku (20)
Moscow Awaits You (24)
Men of the Sea (25)
Readers Request: In Ghana; Pavel Kadochnikov Replies (28)
“Ersatz Film” Productions (30)
Science and Technology: Cosmic Thermometer; “Pocket” Hydropower Station (31)
For The Summer [fashion] (32)
Drawings by Herluf Bidstrup (32)
Life in the Arctic (34)
For India (36)
Our Visitors Say… (37)
Vasily Smislov (38)
Sports (39)
Theatre and Music: Spring Highlights (40)
Designers:

Contents:
My Republic. By Hachim Teunov, Kabardinian author (inside cover)
A Commentator’s Notes [Khrushchev talks about reducing nuclear testing] (1)
Urho Kekkonen: The Policy of Friendship Between Finland and the USSR Is an Irrefutable Fact (2)
Oil Artery of Siberia (3)
Georgi Dmitrov (4)
Moscow Awaits You! (5)
Red and Blue [article about Volkhov Aluminium Works near Leningrad] (6)
Builder Ivan Voropayev (7)
Winged Hunger (7)
Moscow-Los Angeles: The 20th Anniversary of the First Flight Across the North Pole (10)
Newcomers to the Forest (11)
The Lads of Our Village (14)
Pages of History: July 1917 (18)
Briefly: Restored to Life; Here and in Argentina; Born in the Thirteenth Century (20)
Calling the Sun (21)
Khrushchov on Television (26)
50,000 Exhibits [USSR Industrial Exhibition] (26)
USSR-Arabia: Trade for Mutual Benefit. By V. Spandaryan, Chief of the South-East Asia and
Middle East Department of the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Trade (28)
An Accident? No! [factory worker safety] (29)
Tajik Books (31)
Voice of the Ages [archaeological finds in Penjikent] (32)
Anglers (33)
The 109 Muratov Medals [Soviet gymnast family] (34)
We Reply to Carlo Poletti (35)
A “Living Buddha”; Is it a Rubens?; Summer Fashions (36)
City of Youth (37)
Our Visitors Say… Professor De Castro’s Impressions (37)
We Get to Know the Japanese Trade Unions (38)
Sports: Ups and Downs (38)
To Japan; Meeting at Cannes; Humour (40)
No. 8 (90) August 1957

Front Cover:

Back Cover:

Editor-in-Chief:

Designers:

Contents:

An Ex-Provincial Town (inside cover)
A Commentator’s Notes (1)
Leningrad Celebrates (4)
Language of Statistics (5)
We Should Meet More Often [Illinois and Wisconsin farmers tour Soviet Union] (6)
Road to the Cosmos (8)
A Page of History: August 1917 (11)
1,577,000 Tractors (12)
The Dinner Interval (16)
Mushroom Picker’s Delight (18)
Vacationing (18)
An Ex-Provincial Town (20)
David Oistrakh [violinist] (23)
Shostakovich on Oistrakh. By Dmitry Shostakovich (25)
Ordeal [film adaptation of Tolstoy novel] (26)
Match-Box Tops (27)
A Widow’s Story (28)
To Suit All Tastes [8th International Fashion Congress] (31)
What’s the Trouble? [Moscow veterinary clinic] (34)
Forest Patterns. Photos by Z. Vinogradov (35)
The Magic Well [Children’s cartoon] (36)
Briefs: Soviet Airliners; Tip-Up Barge (37)
Sports (39)
Circling the Globe on a Motor-Cycle; Humour (40)

No. 9 (91) September 1957
Front & Back Covers: Opening of the VIth World Youth and Student Festival at the Central Stadium in Moscow. Photo by A. Garanin, V. Kivrin, and Y. Khalip

Editor-in-Chief: N. M. Gribachov

Designers:

Contents:

Airliners (inside cover)
Soviet Party and Government Delegation Visit the GDR (1)
A Commentator’s Notes (2)
For Better Understanding (4)
Festival Delegates Speak (4)
Airliners (5)
Granny Aiimbuvi (9)
The World’s Greatest Forum (12)
Festival in the Street (14)
What They Say About the Festival (15)
Pages from History: September 1917 (18)
Unity, Power, Confidence (20)
How We Go About Overtaking the USA [competing agriculturally with Iowa] (22)
What They Say About the Festival (25)
In The Port of Nakhodka (26)
Losers Win: Story of Three Olympic Champions (28)
The Zil-111 [car] (30)
In the Valdai (30)
Film Posters (30)
The Lottery (31)
Their Own House: 33,000,000 Citizens Move into New Flats (32)
What They Say About the Festival (36)
Third International Youth Games (37)
Festival Delegates Speak (38)
Our Visitors Say… (39)
Two Worlds. By Jean Pierre Chabrol, French writer (40)

No. 10 (92) October 1957
**Front & Back Covers:** Red Square, Moscow. The national flag of the Soviet Union over the building of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. In the foreground (right to left) are the national flags of the 15 Union republics – the Russian Federation, the Ukraine, Beylorussia, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Lithuania, Moldavia, Latvia, Kirghizia, Tajikistan, Armenia, Turkmenia, and Estonia. Photo by Y. Khalip

**Editor-in-Chief:** N. M. Gribachov

**Designers:**

**Contents:**

Words of Greeting (1)
A Commentator’s Notes (2)
The Fruits of a Vast Undertaking [harvest in Altai area] (3)
The National Question in the USSR. Family of Nations (4)
Dying Village Comes to Life (8)
Current Press Room. Dickens – 23,000,000 Copies; Children (10)
Road to the North (12)
Derricks on the Kama (16)
Friendship Cemented in Battle (18)
Land That Thirsted. By Georgi Leonidze, author (19)
Leafing Through the Pages of History: October 1917 (22)
Prophecies that Never Came True (22)
For Soviet Power. Participants of the October Revolution Speaking (24)
Poster Language [anti-war posters] (26)
Valentin Tulin, Leningrad Worker (28)
Vladimirka (30)
Unforgettable Films (34)
James Aldridge at Gagra (36)
Briefly: Every Morning; Visitors from the Woods (36)
Underground Museum; Konstantin Tsiolkovsky 1857-1935; Glimpse into the Future: The Ideas of K. E. Tsiolkovsky (37)
Blast Furnace Built in 153 Days (38)
Sports (38-9)
Our Visitors Say (39)
After Fifty Years [Molokany religious sect] (40)
No. 11 (93) November 1957
[German]

No. 12 (94) December 1957

Front Cover: This photograph was taken at the Byurakan Astrophysical Observator in Armenia, where signals are being received from distant worlds of outer space. See article “Atom and Cosmos”, pp. 12-15. Photo by Y. Khalip

Back Cover:

Editor-in-Chief: N. M. Gribachov

Designers:

Contents:
A Jubilee Session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. Photo by A. Garanin (1)
A Commentator’s Notes (1)
Antonin Zapotsky (4)
Siberia Means Coal, Grain, Water Power, Timber, Iron, Non-Ferrous Metals… (5)
The Snows of the Caucasus (8)
A Chinese Artist’s Gift (10)
Atom and Cosmos (12)
MI-6 (16)
Jazz (17)
The Snow Queen [Soyuzmultfilm] (20)
My Press Subscriptions (22)
Pushers [barges] (23)
Alexander Deineka (25)
Young Actress [Yelena Dobronravova] (26)
Behind Barbed Wire [Byelorussian penal colony] (28)
Alma Ata – Langchou (31)
The Story of a Record [speed skating] (32)
For the Exhibition in Brussels [1958 World Exhibition] (32)
Golden Khokhloma [wood-painting folk art] (33)
Accident! [automobile collision] (34)
Sea Writing (36)
Ten Years of Rumanian Republic (37)
Our Visitors Say… (37)
Sputnik II (38)

Fantasy, A Book and Life. By V. Nemtsov, author [sci-fi writer] (39)

Sports (40)